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I did not do this alone. 
I appreciate all of my friends, who have supported me.	

“Why running across USA?”	

“Why USA?”	

“Why Route 66?”	

- I’ve wanted to run the longest distance on earth.	

- Breathtaking nature and many wonderful people	

- “Original”, “Real”	

“Why wearing very thin shoes?”	
- I wanted to prove we have unlimited power 
  inside of us. (Natural Running)	
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RUN RUN RUN – Official Project Song	
- Michelle Lewis’s “RUN RUN RUN” is for runners training for  
  Boston Marathon, and for all the people chasing dreams. 	

- “RUN RUN RUN” has become official song for my USA run.	
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Michelle Lewis was with us  
at Santa Monica on April 25!!!	
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Running distance 
Running days 
Running route 
Crossed states 
Running style 
Total expense 
Preparation 
Daily schedule 
Happiest points 
 
Record	

 

These are all thanks to my friends, sponsor and project members.	

5,030KM (120 full marathons) 
79 days (including four rest days. Average 64KM/day) 
Santa Monica, CA → Chicago, IL → Central Park, NY 
13 states 
Running with two legs, supported by two crews with a RV. 
USD50,000 
20 years 
4am:Wake up, 5am:Run, 12pm:Rest, 6pm:Finish (70KM run/day) 

1. We three could arrive at New York safely and happily. 
2. I could run happily all the way, without injury and sick. 
*I assume there are around 500 USA crossers in history. 
 (Around 4,000 have reached the summit of Mount Everest.) 
*I assume mine is top 90 record, in terms of running days, 
 (Average : 124 days, World record : 46 days)  
*The first Japanese, running entire Route 66. 
 (Bonita Café and Social Club is Route 66 Chamber of Commerce member.) 
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 No quick&easy way 

Daily practice 

Gratitude & Humbleness 

	

b. Mental Part	

e. Finance	

c. Nutrition	

d. Rest	

f. Team Work	

a. Running	

* 

* 

 

 

*　 

Success was made by combination of these factors, not by one factor. 

However, health is the base of everything. If we can move physically, 

we can cover the other points. Therefore, I really appreciate I could 

run without injury by Natural Run and Soul Run technique. 

There is no quick & easy way. Daily practice is the key. We should not 

forget about gratitude and humbleness.	

2. Factors of success	

(These are my personal opinion and experience.)	
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Natural Run, Soul Run 	

1. Natural Run	
1). 
2). 
3). 
 
4).  

2. Factor of success - a. Running	

“Breathing”, “Qi”, “Running Meditation”, “Connection with earth & universe”  
 - With these, I could run sustainably, protected by universe. 	

3. We should run, not depending too much on…	

4. Relax	

(These are my personal opinion and experience.)	

 Using our natural function, not depending too much on external things. 
 Wearing pants, shirts, cap, thin shoes(sponsored by MUTEKI, VFF, VIVO). 
 We should know how to choose what to wear on the road.  
 (This comes from experience.) 
 Conversation with body, detecting pain signal at the earliest timing,  
 and correcting movement immediately. 
 One step at a time. – Most precious advice from Takaoka-san 
	2. Soul Run	

  We should not depend too much on legs/feet, some specific parts, 
  muscle and power.	

We should release our tension. We should not push ourselves. 	

This is all thanks to my natural run coaches, 
Yoshino-san and Takaoka-san 	
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1. What I was thinking, when running… 
　I was thinking only about running. 
  (I love running itself. – This is my strongest point.)  
 
2. How I managed rain and hills… 
 *Key is inside of us. (Rain is just rain. Hill is just hill.) 
 *Be self-responsible. (Why am I running here/now?) 
 *We must see things with many points. (Is rain bad?) 
    
 
 
3. But, if I pick up one difficult part…　 
　The only difficult part was to see the devotion 
   of Greg and Neung.	

I enjoyed every moment. 
I was not depressed at all.	2. Factor of success - b. Mental part 	

(These are my personal opinion and experience.)	

Plus, with Natural Run technique, I could run 70KM, 
happily and safely.	
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1. 12-day fasting, before USA crossing 
　“Not adding, but cutting.”  
   “Reset.”  
   Purification of digestive system, cells, joints, muscles. 
 
2. What I was eating, while running across USA. 
   *I was eating “my usual food”, “nothing special”, “real food”.  
   *About “6,000 Kcal theory” 
   *Sakamoto-san’s lesson (Japan 100 Miles Club’s leader)　 
 
3. I am a vegan. 
   *I do not say I could run across USA, because I am a vegan. (NO Food Faddism) 
     Success was brought by combination of several factors, not just by veganism. 
   *But, I can say the benefit of veganism is we do not need to use much energy 
     to digest heavy food.   
     -> We can restore our energy, and we can have fast recovery.  
 
4. Own style 
　*We are all different. Theory, copy and common sense are useful. 
     But, we should find our own style.	
 
5. The most important point about food 
　We should appreciate food. We should not dump food. We should enjoy food. 

2. Factor of success - c. Nutrition	

(These are my personal opinion and experience.)	
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1. When running 
  * As I was running 70KM for 13 hours everyday, I had no time to recover. 
  * I tried not to get tired, when I was running. 
  * We should run lightly. (We should run, not depending too much on  
     legs/feet, muscle, parts, power.)  
 
2. When not running 
  * I was always taking rest. 
  * We should not GAMBARU.(= take effort) 
  * We should choose what we need to do 
     and what we do not need to do. 
 
3. When sleeping 
  I made sure to sleep enough at night 
  and to take a nap at lunch time. 
 
4. When eating 
  We should eat our regular meals properly. 
  Without that, superfood, supplement, gel are no use. (I didn’t use them.)　　	

2. Factor of success - d. Rest	  I was lazy 24 hours.	

(These are my personal opinion and experience.)	
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Total cost : USD50,000 	

： paid more than all direct cost (Logistics, Food) 
： supplying goods	

1. Sponsorship 
 *Main sponsor “b & l” 
 *More than 30 sponsors	

We should have enough fund. 
If we do not have enough money, 
we cannot concentrate on running.	

3. What Greg and Neung did for us to save cost 
  Saved water, electricity, gas, food, petro, time, distance…	

2. Words from Thomas-san of “b & l” to me 
　”You just run. Do not worry about other points.” 
　　 “Have the best equipment.” 
         “This is not just making your dream.  
           I want you to be the role model of others, especially, of kids.” 

　　　	

2. Factor of success - e. Finance	
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1. Five of us -> Three of us 
　One day before start, four crews became two. Greg & Neung faced difficulty.	

2. Factor of success - f. Team Work	

2. Meetings before start – “Can three of us really go?” 
　”Let’s try anyway. If difficult, let’s stop anytime, Let’s go one day at a time.” 
　 “Getting to New York is not important. We should live safely/happily each day.”	

3. Team meeting 
　* By living each day, and by helping each other, we could survive 79 days. 
　 * I appreciate Greg and Neung, who went forward, with wisdom and courage. 
　 * An American, a Thai and a Japanese… What a combination! But, we made it!	

4. What Greg did for me/us 
　* He has done so many things, because he is the only American. 
      Also, he does know about running, because he is US half marathon champion. 
   * He has carefully set up and checked our route, using GPS/map, considering  
      road condition, weather and environment, based on our master plan. 
　   Without this, we could loose lots of time, running unnecessary mileage.	
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This time, I was running across USA,  
with the key word “dream.”  
Therefore, I could talk about dreams 
with many people.  
 
We can live without dreams. 
But, it is pity that we just live. 
 
It is important for us to live happily. 
But, we should find/play our role, too. 
In this way, we can do something back to our universe, 
which has given us life, and we can make true happiness.  
 
But, some people find their dreams, while others cannot. 
Dreams might be the same as our roles, or dreams might 
be tools to play our roles. 
I will play my role, through making my dreams come true. 
And, I will keep on sharing the wonder of dreams. 

3. What is dream? - DREAMS COME TRUE PROJECT 	
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Before my USA crossing, my answer was “Running across Australia”. 
 
But, when I got to Central Park, my answers became different. 
　1. I want to take care of Neung, my wife. 
  2. I want to support my friends, who have their dreams and roles. 
By doing these, I will play my role. 
 
“How can we, human beings, run across continents?” 
I had been wondering about this for 20 years, but I am clear now. 
Human beings are great. If we run correctly, we can run forever. 
Out of my expectation, I could run so well, therefore I am satisfied. 
That is why I do not need to run across other continents. 
 
I only have one life, and my life is limited. 
I will keep on playing my role, chasing my dreams. 
  
But… I think I am running across continents again. 
	

4. What is my next?	
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心想事成 (If we wish it, it will become true.) 
 　Wish something. Then, you have already made a step for your dream.	

5. Finally...	
Why do we, human beings, run across continents? 
　No other animals do this kind of activity. 
   Human beings have roman.  
   “I want to achieve something…” “I want to create the best art…” 
　Our roman has created civilization, and drives us to do this kind of activity.	

“Human beings’ ability” and  “Runners’ injury” 
　If we move properly, we can run forever, without injury. 
  “Injury is a part of running life.” is not true.	

“Natural Talent” is not the point. 
　When I was a kid, I was very bad at sport. 
   Basically, we all have the same body structure. 
   Natural talent is not important at all, when we do something. 
   What makes difference in our life is “determination” and “will”	

Improving ourselves for all of our life 
　I learnt a lot, before and during my USA cross run. 
  And, I am still learning so much, even after USA run.	


